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A lesson plan that explores context and perspective through the lens of 
photography.  
 
Objectives:

• Given discussion prompts, students will be able to define context and 
perspective and will deepen their understanding of these concepts through 
exploration and artmaking activities.

• Given art materials and directions, students will gain collage skills and create 
an artwork about context and perspective.

Grade level: 

Intended for grades 6-8.

Duration: 

60 minutes

Materials:

• Assorted magazines

• Scissors

• Glue

Vocabulary/Key Terms:

• Perspective – the way you see the world around you. All people have 
various perspectives because everyone sees the world a little differently.

• Context – what is going on around an object or happening. It can also be 
called “the bigger picture.”
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Activity

Warm-up (10 minutes): 

The teacher will lead a class discussion to define the terms perspective and 
context. 

• What do these words mean? Can you give examples of them? 

Adobe Spark Video (Run time approximately 8 minutes. With pausing and class 
discussion, approximately 15 minutes): 

The class will watch the linked Adobe Spark video and the teacher will pause 
where prompted for discussion. 

• Teacher will prepare materials before class and pause at the end for 
artmaking. 

Artmaking (25 minutes): 

The class will participate in a collage activity. 

• Students will choose a person from a magazine and cut it out of its context. 

• Students will place their chosen person in a new context, drawn or cut out of 
the magazine, to change the viewer’s perspective of the person. 

• Students will add more elements as needed to complete their collage. 

• Older students may develop an artist statement to explain the meaning of 
their collage. 

Wrap-up/Clean up (10 minutes): 

Teacher will ask students to share their collages. 

• What was the original context of the person? How does changing the context 
change the meaning of the person? How might different people view your 
artwork from their different perspectives? 

• Students will clean up any scraps and mess from the work area.  

Methods for Assessment:

• Students will be assessed by their level of participation in the class 
discussion, as well as their engagement with the artmaking activity. 

• Did students participate in the discussion before or during the informational 
video? Did they make thoughtful remarks? Did they relate the definitions to 
real-world scenarios? 

• Did students engage with the artmaking? Did they thoughtfully choose a 
figure, context, and other elements, or did they randomly select the parts of 
their collage? Were students able to explain the meaning behind their collage 
and the aesthetic choices they made? 

https://spark.adobe.com/video/okMfJwh5vYC30
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Additional Resources:

State Core Links:

• Standard 6.V.CR.3: Demonstrate openness in trying new ideas, materials, 
methods, and approaches in making works of art and design.

• Standard 6.V.R.1: Identify and interpret works of art or design that reveal how 
people live around the world and what they value.

• Standard 7–8.V.CR.5: Demonstrate persistence in developing skills with various 
materials, methods, and approaches in creating works of art or design.

• Standard 7–8.V.CR.11: Reflect on and explain important information about 
personal artwork in an artist statement or another format, and apply relevant 
criteria to examine, reflect on, and plan revisions for a work of art or design 
in progress.

• Standard 7–8.V.R.2: Explain how a person’s aesthetic choices are influenced 
by culture and environment.

• Standard 7–8.V.R.3: Analyze multiple ways that images influence specific 
audience.

• 7th Grade Social Studies UT Standard 1.5: Students will describe the 
cultural change and continuity of at least one of Utah’s current sovereign 
nations as it has responded to changing political, social, and economic 
forces. Students will use a variety of resources that may include written 
primary and secondary sources, oral histories, photographs, artifacts, and 
art. (economics, civics)

• 7th Grade Social Studies UT Standard 3.3: Students will describe the 
effects of events, movements, and innovations on Utah’s economic 
development, such as the organized labor movement, farming and industrial 
improvements, the World Wars, and the Great Depression. (economics)

• 8th Grade Social Studies U.S. I Standard 6.2: Students will use primary 
sources representing multiple perspectives to interpret conflicts that arose 
during American expansion, especially as American Indians were forced 
from their traditional lands and as tensions grew over free and slave 
holding territory.

https://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=1062
https://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=1062
https://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=1571
https://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=1571
https://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=1571
https://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=1571
https://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=6400
https://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=6400
https://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=6420


Artwork Spotlight:

Craig Law (American), Coal Extraction Equipment And Train, Near Green River, 
Utah, 1985, gelatin silver print. Purchased with funds from the Salt Lake City Arts 
Council, UMFA1987.004.014.

Craig Law is a Utah photographer who captures various Utah landscapes. Green 
River, Utah, has been mined for coal since the 1980’s, when this photograph was 
taken, and is still mined today. 

• Craig Law biography and resources at Marriott Library

• Green River stats
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Railroad Pictorial Rug, Navajo, circa 1900, wool, tapestry weave. Gift of Lois K. 
Lloyd, UMFA1977.082.
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Many Diné (Navajo) blankets picture historical scenes. Some of these blankets 
were only created to be seen by Diné eyes, while some were created to be 
purchased or traded by European Americans. This blanket, created in 1900, marks 
the widespread use of railroads in the west and in many territories that the Navajo 
once occupied. In the 1860’s, the U.S. forced over 10,000 Navajo people to march 
a treacherous path to a reservation in New Mexico called Bosque Redondo. They 
were finally released to their original land after four years, but 1/3 of the people 
who had originally marched died. Some died from disease on the reservation, 
and some died or were murdered on the march to the reservation. Perhaps the 
maker of this rug was themself in this camp or was connected to the history, and 
thus chose to weave a story representing the impact of violent colonization of this 
people’s land. 

• PBS article

• NPR article

• Reading into the Navajos’ Rugs, Liebenson, Bess, Dec 3, 2000. .
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Todd Webb (American), Carson City, Nevada, 1955, gelatin silver print. Purchased 
with funds from Dr. James E. and Debra Pearl and the Phyllis Cannon Wattis 
Endowment Fund for the Dr. James E. and Debra Pearl Photograph Collection, 
UMFA2018.15.8.
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Heading image | Photograph of the Buckeye Mine at Silver 
Reef, Utah, ca. 1885. detail, Mark A. Pendleton Photograph 
Collection, P0008, Special Collections, J. Willard Marriott 
Library, University of Utah.

In 1955, Todd Webb biked, walked, boated, and scootered the trails of Gold Rush 
pioneers from 1849. He captured images of the landscapes and ghost town that 
allowed him to see “the country as [he] never had before.” This photograph, 
taken in Carson City, Nevada, has also been titled The Monster that put the 
emigrant trails out of business. Emigrant trails were the paths that emigrants, or 
pioneers, took to travel to the west, usually on wagons. 

• NPS article

• Object information

Contributer Bio:

Sydney Porter Williams is a Salt Lake City-based teaching artist. Currently earning 
an MFA in Community-Based Art Education, she works to address issues facing 
Utah and the world today, including environmental problems, mental health 
struggles, and other difficulties our society is working through. Sydney is 
passionate about education and building community through artistic means 
and believes we can improve our world through conversation and collaboration.


